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general statements. We are lacking detailed information about the
central projections of the joint receptors which in this connection can
hardly be neglected. On the muscle receptors the information is con-
troversial. Thus, for instance, Mountcastle, Covian, and Harrison
(L952) , on the one hand, flnd only the smallest fibers of muscle nerves
represented in the cerebrum, while Mclntyre (1953), on the other,
states that so-called Group II afferents containing what we have called
myotube afferents deflnitely have such projections. Both agree that
the nuclear bag afierents pass only to the cerebellum. These statements
are subject to the limitations of the technique of evoked potentials
and raise the question of whether a representation might not be found
if one knew what systems it would be necessary to facilitate in order
to make the technique more sensitive.

With regard to the muscle receptors being "private measuring instru-
ments," it seems clear that the Golgi tendon organs would serve as

tension recorders, while the impulses from the spindles probably would
be appraised by a difierential determined by the relative spike patterns
in nuclear bag and myotube endings. Of the latter we know too little
to say anything definite. They may well be in a state of rest when the
contractile myotube portion is contracted and pulls on the passive
nuclear bag" On the servo-theory it is possible to describe the nuclear
bag endings as "length recorders" or misalinement detectors measuring
the difference in length between intrafusal and extrafusal fibers. Sher-
rington (1900b, 1924) also thought of them as length recorders. fn
this capacity the nuclear bag endings have the property of discharging
with a frequency roughly proportional to the length of the intrafusal
flber (Eldred, Granit, and Merton, 1953).

New information on stretch receptors in muscles other than those
mentioned has been obtained by Cooper, Daniel, and Whitteridge
(1951, i953) from the intrinsic eye muscles of the goat. Cooper
( 1953 ) has recently described stretch receptors in the intrinsic muscles
of the human tongue.

Chapter 8

Sensory Discrimination and Integration

l. General anatomical prirciples

By discrimination is meant the capacity to distinguish one sensory
experience from another. Primarily this property is laid down as a
differentiation in anatomical space and has culminated in the topo-
graphical map of projectiorrs on the cerebrum of the higher species,
which have greatly developed special fields for special senses and motor
performance. Flowever, within the definition of topography also falls
any single path or loop in a synaptic network by which the impulses
from one point are carried along a route difierent frorn that of any
other. A good example of the significance of the topographical factor
is provided by the fovea of the primates, which is projected on the
cortical sffiate area on a vastly enlarged scale. Another example is the
map of somatic sensory projections of the body on the thalamus,
worked out by F{enneman and Mountcastle ( 1948) with the aid of the
technique of evoked potentials. I shall return below to sensory projec-
tions. This brief introduction serves merely to emphasize the funda-
mental topographical principle. If we refuse to admit that discrimina-
tion is in some way based on difierent anatomical constituents differ-
ently located in the brain, we may as well give up altogether.

Whatever the nature of the central mechanisms, they must be capa-
ble of interpreting the frequency code. We first face the general prob-
lem of how uniqueness is established by these means, because if two
adjacent touch spots on the skin can be discriminated, the frequency
code must have transmitted "uniqueness" for each of them. Wherein
are they unique? In the early chapters we had to give up the 1:1 rela-
tion of skin organ: nerve : brain cell which, if it had existed, might have
been adduced in favor of uniqueness wholly anatomical. This would
have been a solution of the problem similar to the one applied in
photography and very generally in the technique of reproduction and
based on what was called fineness of grain. The image is projected
piecemeal for corresponding parts of prototype and reproduction, the
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grain being made the finer, the greater the desired amount of detail.
Skin and retina have been our examples (Chapter 2) for demonstrat-
ing that the frequency code has permitted application of principles,
such as that of overlapping flelds of different size, which would be

deleterious in photographic reproduction. Fineness of grain has been

shown above to be of some signiflcance in the retina, and this is rea-
sonable enough, but even for the fovea it has not been possible to
demonstrate any single path from receptor to the optic nerve wholly
disconnected from the synaptic network of speciflc internuncial cells.
Man has some 3-6 million cones and 125 million rods and only around
one million optic nerve fibers (Polyak, 1941). Thus, at any time
internuncial efiects might alter the nature of the message as a conse-

quence of events in overlapping receptive fields and thus bring about
changes similar to those in fibers from larger receptive fields. And so

far we have omitted all possible interactions on the further passage

upward.
Retina, ear, skin, and vestibular organs uniformly present the periph-

eral problem of discrimination as one of organization rather than of
complete anatomical isolation. The receptive field, if large, is most
sensitive in the middle. In the eye it can shrink or expand, depending
inter alia upon the state of adaptation; this agrees with the fact that
the dark-adapted eye with its strongly convergent highly sensitive rods
integrates light at feeble illuminations (large flelds), while the light
adapted eye (small fields) is an organ for differentiation (cf. Granit,
L947). However, both functions may be carried by the same nerve
fiber since, depending upon the state of adaptation, its spectrum may
be characteristic of the respective dominators of rods or cones (Chap-
ter 1). In the two states of adaptation the fiber for the two dominators
works, as it were, in difierent context and with other frequency patterns
in itself and adjacent cells. In the one context it acts as scotopic, in the
other as photopic dominator (Chapter 4). The modulators (Chap-
ter 4), like some discrete and well localized modalities in the skin
(Chapter 2), may well represent particularly small receptive flelds.

In the vestibular organ (see Chapter 3), which deals with three
space coordinates, there is an equivalent organization for transmitting
the "local sign" of space as a pattern of permutations.

In the skin the receptive field (Chapter 2) is a complex structure of
several intermingled modalities many of which actually are evoked
together by the simplest kind of touch stimulus and many more by
pressure. The fields again overlap and the larger ones are punctated
by smaller fields, the smallest of all apparently referring to encap-
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sulated or otherwise organized endings with highly developed specific-
ity. Any one of the modalities may be pictured as a relief map over
the skin, in which peaks represent high sensitivity and valleys low
sensitivity. As low down as in the spinal cord segregation of paths from
difierent senses takes place, as is well known from a host of clinical
observations, e.g. on separation of pain and temperature sensations
from those of pressure, as well as from discrimination of points and
awareness of position. There is further separation by fiber size within
each modality. Such anatomical segregation may aid differentiation
within overlapping receptive fields.

Overlap in itself and alone should be a potent analyzer within any
one modality, inasmuch as a number of adjacent touch spots may, for
instance, activate one, two, or several fibers with different relative
strength, depending upon their distance from the center of each field
participating in the overlap. Several permutations are thus possible, not
only because of the overlap but also because of the sensitivity variation
from mid point to edge within each field.

In conclusion, then, it seems that the anatomical principle laid
down as a peripheral basis for "uniqueness" might be described as

a compromise between segregation and overlap. The sensory input is
organized for a particular kind of receiver which can deal with the
spike patterns from overlapping fields. I would not be surprised if the
different central receivers were correspondingly organized, some to
take care of large receptive fields and others of small ones. So far,
however, the analysis of sensory projections has not been developed
very much in terms of the properties of sense organs. It has dealt
chiefly with gross anatomical differentiation of the sensory projections
on different surfaces. We possess very little material for the second
part of this theme: receptors and sensory perception regarded from the
electrophysiological point of view.

A large amount of the thinking in the matter of sensory discrimina-
tion will at every phase of development assume the form of physical or
technical analogies stimulated by the status of those subjects at the
time of writing. Nowadays servo-mechanisms and electronics play this
role. The adjustments in the sensori-motor loops through the muscle,
the inhibitions to stretch that were studied in such detail in Chapters 6
and 7-these can be discussed in terms of negative and positive feed-
backs of a servo-mechanism, but none of the many new discoveries
were really actuated by this line of thinking; they arose from biological
experimentation in the classical vein of this field. The concept of servo-
control is practically as old as experimental physiology and if we want
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to date it, Claude Bernard's idea of the constancy of the milieu in-
tdrieur erutnciated in 1865 is based on a discussion of servo-mechanisms
as penetrating as any of today's choosing. By these remarks I do not
intend to dispute the fact that there may be workers who are induced
to sound experimentation by taking off from a physical analogy.

My intention is merely to insist that our theories should be based on
the actual biological evidence at hand, so as to prepare the ground for
the next step in experimentation, and not primarily on physical analo-
gies. The organized receptive fleld with its maximum sensitivity in the
middle is one such definite datum, and so is the overlap. Timing and
spike duration are similar examples, the frequency code another. Thus,
for instance, time differences between sounds reaching the two ears
are well-known aids to discrimination of auditory space. As for the
centers, we know from Cajal's work (1900, 1904) that these are or-
ganized on the principle of overlap and expanding sectors; therefore
the next step wpuld be to approach the physiology of these "sectors" in
peripheral terms. That this would be profitable has already been dem-
onstrated by Marshall, Woolsey, and Bard (1.941), who by the tech-
nique of evoked brain potentials studied the sensory representation
to touching hairs on the skin of cats and monkeys. Each central region
was found to consist of a spot of maximal primary response surrounded
by a fringe of submaximal responses. There was considerable overlap
of the submaximal margins for adjacent peripheral regions, and defl-
nite interaction was usually found within the overlap (see also Amas-
sian, 1952; Chang, 1953 ).

2. The frequency code

The further upward we go from the receptor, the more the message
is likely to be transformed. In the eye this happens even at the retinal
stage, and we obtain the curious on/off response of variable on/off
ratio that has been described in considerable detail. The very flrst ques-
tion we can raise is how intensity (in man the basis of "brightness")
is transmitted in an animal such as the cat in which the on/ofi ratio is
so variable as to be likely to distort any primary relationship between
stimulus intensity and impulse frequency. Fortunately we are in posses-
sion of a very satisfactory answer.

This will be easier to understand if muscle is considered flrst. The
reflex effects from sense organs on muscle very definitely support the
notion that the amount of reflex contraction is a function of input fre-
quency unless this has been centrally inhibited. Adrian and Bronk
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(1928,1929) made a study of the motor side, flrst on the phrenic nerve
innervating the diaphragm in respiration, then on the flexor reflex and
the crossed extensor. It appeared that in these reflexes two mechanisms
of gradation of the response operated. One was a gradation by output
frequency to the muscle (diaphragm and flexor), the other was, in
addition, by number of firing motor units (crossed extensor).

Going back to Fig. L23 (Chapter 7) we see that the muscle spindle
has flred at a very high frequency when activated from the brain over
the difiuse 7 system without the slightest movement in the muscle.
Clearly, then, high discharge frequency in one system alone may not
be sufficient unless some additional factor, the one we call facilitation
or level of excitability, is there to determine the number of neurones
that will be available for the efiect of frequency. In discussing mono-
synaptic testing it was also shown that around the active neurones,
which flre into the muscle, there was a large fringe of subliminally
excited fellow units which just failed to be excited by the natural stimu-
lus. Number and frequency will therefore collaborate in determining
the central effect in terms of "intensity." Cajal's principle of expanding
sectors may well have as one of its biological purposes increase of
number to guarantee an effect. Thus, in a spinal cord at a high level of
excitability (many facilitated motoneurones) the slightest pull on the
muscle suffices to elicit a stretch reflex (Chapter 6). The factor of
"number" is in this center under constant control from other systems
and will be also in the cerebral sensory centers, as shown by the arousal
reactions from certain general facilitating systems, discussed in Chap-
ter 3.

In view of these experiences from the motor fieId it is reasonable to
suggest that unless a very small receptive area has a very large central
projection, such as has the human fovea, its only chance of activating
anything at a1l will be by being placed within a large overlapping fie1d
the way it actually is placed. This overlap will have to be transmitted
to the center. Sholl (1954) has recently studied the visual cortex and
on the basis of this work calculated that "some 5000 neurones may be
directly activated by impulses from a single thalamic flbre" atd "a
neurone within the Gennari zole may embrace up to 4000 neuronss
within its own dendritic field." Most acts of discrimination in daily life
are by overlapping fields already in the periphery. To this comes cen-
tral expansion on an enormous scale, as Cajal pointed out.

The number of activated cells or fibers being, by all that is known
about the mode of action of the central nervous system, an important
factor in determining the effect in the organization interpreting the fre-
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quency code, we would be ill-advised to try to explain sensory uquiv-
alents of "irltensity" by frbquency alone. However, as soon as the
number of firing units becomes important, it becomes necessary to
consider the behavior of a statistical assembly rather than a sin.o,le

sample unit.
The consequence of this is that a transformed frequency patterrt,

though it may lose some of its characteristics considered as a primary
frequency representation of intensit!, may nevertheless preserve this

Fig. 137. Comparison of the ris: in the sensation of brightness in man
(Broca and Sulzer) with the rise in frequency of the discharge in the optic nerve
of the eel. (Adrian, The basis of s:nsation, London, 1928.)

relationship in an over-all fashion. Another consequence is that the
frequency gsds-as will be shown below-has a perfectly good chance
of transmitting several types of information at the same time along a
single line.

I can now return to speciflc cases, such as frequency and intensity
in retina and vision. Fig.l37 is from Adrian's early summary (1928)
and compares the brightness of light as perceived with the frequency
variation in the eel's optic nerve. It should be recalled that in those
days the frequency counts were rough counts obtained from the whole
nerve and thus they illustrate the average function that has been dis-
cussed. The brightness variation is from measurements by Broca and
Sulzer ( 1902), which have been repeatedly confirmed (see e.g. Granit
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and Hammond, 1931). "Comparing," said Adrian, "the impulse dis-
charge in an eel's optic nerve and the brightness of a visual image in
man may be like the comparison of chalk with cheese, but it seems to
be justified by the likeness of the two sets of curves. Those from the
eel's nerve have much longer time relations, as we should naturally
expect in a cold-blooded animal, but the general form with difierent
intensities of light is surprisingly alike in the two cases" (p. I7I).

Fig. 138. Human periphery. Perceived fusion frequency plotted against 1og.
intensity of the stimulus for different areas. Ordinates in cy/sec. should be mul-
tiplied by 2 to give flashes per second. Intensity in candle powers. (Granit and
Harper, Amer. l. Physiol., 95,21,1, 1930.)

Enroth (1952, 1953) has completed a piece of analysis which, to
use Adrian's simile, is more like comparing two kinds of chalk. She
has analyzed the fusion frequency of intermittent stimuli (flicker) for
individual retinal elements and then studied its relation to impulse
frequency in a large assortment of elements. To understand this it is
necessary to know that brightness and fusion flicker frequency, as per-
ceived, are related by a simple rule valid over a considerable range.
This is the Ferry-Porter law (Ferry, I892;Pofier, 1898, 1902), which
states that the frequency at which a flickering light appears fused is
proportional to the logarithm of brightness (see Fig. 138). The prin-
ciple of the flicker photometer for measuring brightness of differently
colored lights is based on this law which makes it possible to circum-
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vent the difficulty of comparing lights of different color. Clearly, then, if
brightness is determined by impulse frequency as well as by fusion
frequency, these two factors should be very simply related. Thus, in
determining fusion frequency we have another way of approaching the
relation between impulse frequency and brightness, assuming that cat
and man cannot be very difierent in such very elementary properties
of sight.

The fusion frequency of individual elements can be determined with
considerable accuracy, both for the on- and the off-component of the
discharge; it is that frequency at which each flash is no longer followed
by a separate outburst of spikes. Fig.75 (Chapter 5) illustrates a

flickering response carried up to the point of fusion. Just before fu-
sion occurs it is possible to measure the spike frequency within the
individual outbursts of impulses caused by the flash, or by the cessa-

tion of the flash, if it is an ofi-discharge. Enroth generally counted the
average spike frequency in the last four flashes before fusion occurred,
and it did not make any difference if she went from flicker to fusion or
from fusion to flicker. The details will be found in Enroth's thesis
(tes2).

From a very large number of data in which there was no difierence
between on-flicker and ofi-flicker with respect to fusion she (1953)
then plotted the graph of Fig. 139, in which impulse frequency and
fusion frequency are compared. The relation is one of direct propor-
tionality. Thus, fusion frequency is a measure of impulse frequency.
Since fusion frequency is also a measure of brightness, it is clear that
brightness emerges as a simple function of the impulse frequency at

the point of fusion, The same relation was later found to hold for the
light-adapted eye stimulated with strong intensities (Dodt and En-
roth, 1953).

One may with fulI justiflcation say that the retinal events in flicker
are exceedingly complex, both inhibition and excitation being at work,
as is always true when more complex functions are studied. The high
degree of temporal discrimination of light from darkness, which is also

found in the large retinal units studied by Enroth and thus in units
representing large receptive fields, would hardly have been possible on
the basis of excitation alone. The results were interesting from this
point of view also because they showed in detail how excitation and
inhibition cooperate to make temporal differentiation possible. It is

all the more surprising, therefore, that such a simple rule as hers

emerges from the study of several units. All elements cannot go up to
all values of fusion, but in a sufficiently large assembly of elements there
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will always be a sufficient number capable of giving high impulse
frequencies, and these will take care of the upper range of fusion fre-
quencies.
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Fig. 139. Relation between fusion frequency and initial impulse frequency

under varying conditions, as described in text. Point in cfucle.. on-diScharge;
crossed circle: off-discharge; open circle: widentifled discharge. (Enroth, Acta
physiol. scand. 29, 19. 1953.)

Enroth's results thus provide a physiological explanation of why
flicker photometry is possible on the basis of the idea that impulse
frequency should measure "intensity," which in vision has brightness
for its equivalent. The individual elements behave in many different
ways, but the relationship between intensity and impulse frequency is

I
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preserved in an over-all fashion for the whole assembly. The necessity
of considering a statistical approach to such problems has been ad-
umbrated by McCulloch and Pitts (1948) in mathematical terms but,
again, what is wanted is precise analysis in experimental terms, such
as Enroth's correlating brightness, flicker fusion, and spike frequency.

A similar case is the perception of scotopic brightness, dependent
upon the scotopic dominator (Chapter 4), which in its turn is depend-
ent upon the spectral distribution of photosensitivity of visual purple.
Donner and I (Chapter 4, Figs. 49-5I) devoted a great deal of care
to the study of the spectral distribution of sensitivity of individual
dominators in the dark-adapted eye of the cat. The whole aim of the
work was to multiply observations with the single spike until one
could be certain of having obtained as many points as are compatible
with the maintenance of a spike in a living eye under the micro-
electrode. We generally succeeded in observing each spike for several
hours. It transpired (Chapter 4) that many of the elements isolated
gave considerable and definite deviations from the spectral distribu-
tion of visual purple. By averaging the values for several spikes or,
still better, by recording the same function electroretinographically
with the new method of electrical resonance (Granit and Wirth, 1953),
one obtained the average scotopic visibility curve for which the values
fell on the points established on man by psychophysical measurements
(Stiles and Smith, 1944) and by Gunter (1952), who measured per-
ceived brightness in cats by behavioristic tests. This shows that the
psychophysical process involves selection, averaging, or taking a
weighted mean. Theoretically this case is of great interest, because there
is such a perfect series of correlations at difierent levels: the spectral
photosensitivity distribution of visual purple in the receptors; its pre-
cise reproduction by the average electroretinogram of a rod-dominated
eye in the dark; then, at the optic nerve level, considerable variations
within individual fibers-such as humps and skew distributions-ow-
ing to the complex nature of the receptive fields and interaction within
them. Finally, there is a resynthesis of the original photochemical curve
at the psychological level, either by some process of averaging or per-
haps by selection, in case the visual purple curve should be repre-
sented by a greater number of individual elements than the curves
showing deviations from it. Averaging on the basis of number seems
most likely because of the nonhomogeneity of the receptive fields. The
function concerned again is one of brightness or intensity and may just
as well have been derived from the average spike frequency of an
assembly.
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I have emphasized above that large overlapping receptive fields are
part of the peripheral organization. Since, as has been shown, it is
necessary to conceive the interpretation of intensity ("brightness" in
vision) on the basis of spike frequency as some kind of averaging
process, it is clear that in this task large overlapping fields would be able
to play the very useful role of supporting the process of averaging. The
largest ganglion cells in the cat's retina collect information from thou-
sands of receptors. These, the dominators, are aptly designed for the
purpose of averaging the brightness distribution; their own deviations
from the mean in terms of spike frequencies will be averaged a second
time in the center on the basis of number.

The examples chosen have the clarity of all precise relations, as

contrasted with general conjectures, and show how the frequency code
on a statistical basis can transmit stimulus intensity in terms of its
psychophysical equivalent, brightness, in spite of considerable retinal
interaction with consequent transformation of the message. They also
serve to illustrate what is meant by the statement that it is necessary to
go ahead with the factual information available rather than to elab-
orate analogies.

Have we any evidence for the possibility that one fiber can transmit
several messages at the same time? There is available another inter-
esting example from the fie1d of vision. The results were obtained with
isolated spikes from the cat's retina and form the basis of a thesis by
Donner ( 1950) . It should again be recalled that the spike frequency of
the retinal element, which is being studied in the dark-adapted state,
reproduces in rough outline the broad dominator curve of spectral
distribution that is characteristic of the photochemical absorption of
visual purple. On the other hand, the element, as pointed out, is a con-
vergence unit representing a very large number of receptors. The ques-
tion raised was whether the presence of receptors other than those
charged with visual purple, so easily demonstrable in individual domi-
nator curves, can be signaled by the frequency code of a single element.
If we assume first that this would not be the case, the curves il.lustrat-
ing-for different wave lengths-spike frequency as a function of time
(as in Fig. 137) could be made identical if the energy values in all
wave lengths were adjusted to correspond to unitary stimulation of
visual purple, i.e. constant amount absorbed. This proved not to be
possible, except with a limited number of elements. With the spectrum
adjusted in this fashion it was clear that for many other elements
the rate of rise of spike frequency against time, the so-called spike
frequency/time differential. varied in a specific fashion with wave
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length. An instance is given in Fig. 140 for a single spike. It was found
that for the wave lengths 6,000 A (red), 5200 A (green), and 4600
A (blue) the spike frequency/time differentials had their maxima at
respectively 0.03,0.17, and 0.24 seconds. This being so, it is clearly
possible to measure the spike frequencies at those three moments and
plot three functions through the spectrum, as has been done in Fig. 141.
There emerges a color specificity expressed in terms of spike frequency
at the three optima. A most interesting by-product is the secondary rise
of the red maximum toward the violet, suggesting a physiological basis

Fig. 140. Frequency-time curves for the off-effect of an on/off element. Open
circles: 6,000 A; half-filled circles: 5200 A; filled circles: 4600 A. 100 times the
threshold. Spontaneous background activity was 27 impulses per second. Equal
visualpurplestimulationforallwavelengths.(Donner, Actaphysiol.scand.,2l,
Suppl.72. 1950.)

for the fact that violet appears as a mixture of red and blue. The retinal
basis for this result may be a property of the receptors, of the neural
structures, or of both, but it clearly does not lie in the ganglion cell,
which merely serves to sum up and transmit the finished product in
terms of the frequency code. Motokawa's (1949a-c, 1950) re-
sults based on the increased retinal sensitivity to a polarizing current
after preillumination with various wave lengths show a similar relative
order of time factors in color perception, and so does the rate of rise of
different colors as perceived (for a summary of old work, see e.g. Bills,
1920; Kleitman and Pi6ron, 1925). According to Chang ( 1952a,b) the
same relative order of events can be traced to the cortical station in cats.

Cats are generally held to be color-blind which may or may not be
true. The point I have raised is not necessarily dependent upon the
extent to which this animal uses a mechanism of color reception that

Seconds
o'.2 0'.3 0'.4 0'.5

Time offer cessotion of lighl
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may well be rudimentary and damped by scotopic and photopic domi-
nators, which with rare exceptions are the only ones that have been
obtained in this animal with the aid of single spikes (without recourse
to indirect methods such as the one just mentioned as well as electrical
polarization or selective adaptation). For be that as it may, the essen-

tial point here is to establish experimentally the fact that a single spike
is capable of transmitting different types of information by utilizing the
frequency code.

3
(rOO .650

Wove - lengths in m7

Fig. 141. Analysis of 9 elements. Average spike frequency for counting
period of 0.1 sec. located on top of the three maxima for red, green, and blue as
explained in text. Open circles: 5 curves, average delay of counting period
0.03 sec.; half-filled circles: 5 curves, average delay 0.17 sec.; filled circles:
4 curves, average delay 0.24 sec. Equal visual purple stimulation. (Donner,
Acta physiol. scand., 21, Suppl. 72. 1950.)

In animals well supplied with modulators, such as snakes, pigeons,
and to some extent frogs (see Chapter 4), color reception is likely to
be based on both "topography" ("place" or "local sign") carried by
modulators and on speciflc frequency patterns. These frequency-time
difierentials have not yet been analyzed for modulators. The color-
theoretical generalizations known as trichromatic, four-component, or
polychromatic theories need not concern us very much as long as it is
unknown how the brain, in particular the striate area, evaluates the
information it receives. A process of averaging rnay well be carried out
on a trichromatic principle, and I fail to see how any of these theories
ever could be adduced as an argument against the data that physiolo-
gists obtain from optic nerve fibers. With equal justification it is possi-
ble to argue that the data on domiirators are meaningless because these
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but rarely have the form of the canonical curves averaged from sensory
measurements of brightness distributions in photopic and scotopic vi-
sion. The physiologists will have to proceed by their own methods and
follow them to the end. Color discrimination is certainly easier to under-
stand on the basis of the dominator-modulator theory (Granit, 1945b,
1947) than on any other theory where it emerges from calculations,
even from computations with wholly imaginary curves such as those of
Hecht (193i), or from curves which bear a greater resemblance to
anything that is likely to be found in nature. Such calculations prove
two things: (1) that nature's way of dealing with the visual informa-
tion is sufficiently consistent to be synthesized in the form of logical
structures from a moiety of reasonably good psychophysical data and
(2) Ihal the research worker has been ingenious enough to deduce one
possible logical connection between the data available.

Discrimination of brightness and color are only two aspects of the
visual message. The same flber also carries on- and off-discharges. One
would therefore expect to see a red flash twice, once at"ofl" and once
at "oft." Yet we do not see a red message from a brief illumination twice
in succession but rather tend to see green (off) after red (on). How this
well-known mechanism of successive contrast is organized is at the
moment wholly unknown, but it may be profitable to inquire what else

an ofi-discharge might be capable of doing that would not be better
achieved by silence at "off," such as in the fibers giving postexcitatory
inhibition. The most obvious answer is: "movement" and its direc-
tion. Movement of a line or point across the visual field will light up
with sparks of on- and off-impulses, and the trail of ofl-impulses will
fix its direction and do so better than "silence" (cf . Barlow, L953a,b) .

Movement, and with it the on/off transition, is likely to play a role, too,
in the fixation of contours. The eye is rarely wholly quiet; it moves
from point to point and even in fixation (Lord, 1952; Barlow,1952)
makes small flicker or saccadic movements, and so on/off transitions
may raise a dynamic pattern around spatial gradients of intensity or
color.* Riggs er al. (1953) have compared "stopped images" with
images in norrnal and exaggerated eye movements and find that in the
first case they tend to disappear in accordance with the old work on
"fixation blindness." By the small saccadic movements the eye may also

* Owing to the introduction of contact lenses for the reflected light beam,
recording the eye movements, this fact has now been established with a very high
degree of accuracy (L. A. Riggs, J. C. Armington, and F. Ratliff, J. Opt. Soc.
Arner.,44,315-21., 1954; R. W. Ditchburn and B. L. Ginsborg, J. Physiol., 119,
t-17,1953).
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receive some aid in counteracting its well-known deficiencies as an
optical instrument. I do not think that these suggestions completely
account for the existence of an off-discharge. Its role is not yet fully
understood, especially in relation to the variations in the on/off ratio.
Of these variations it is possible to say only that they probably serve
creation of patterns to aid discrimination.

A single flber can thus do a great deal with the frequency code,
particularly when it operates as a "fina1 common path" after one or
several stages of neural transformation. And so far the organization of
the central receivers has been left wholly out of account because of lack
of information. The simplest pattern-sensitive receiver that I happen
to be aware of is a peripheral one, the opener muscle of the hermit
crab (Eupagurus bernhardrzs) studied by Wiersma and his collabora-
tors (Wiersma and Adams, 1950; Wiersma, 1951; Ripley and
Wiersma, 1953). Stimulation of a single axon running to the claw
opener produces two types of contraction, fast or slow, depending
upon how the stimuli are spaced. It is not yet known if this effect pre-
supposes two types of end plates or if it is due to properties of differ-
ent muscle fibers. However, it is present only in certain types of fast
crab muscle.

3. Comments on cortical sensory representation

fn chssical psychophysics vision used to be described as a synthetic,
and audition as an analytic sense. The reason for this was-to put it
simply-that the trained ear can analyze vibrations into components
while the eye in matching, for instance, the famous Rayleigh equation
(Rayleigh, 1881), lithium red a thallium green : sodium yellow,
cannot distinguish the components of the left half of the match from
the homogeneous yellow of the right. Yet both the eye and the ear are
designed as sentient surfaces with very precise central projections (as
well reviewed by Fulton, 1949b). The eye, however, in spite of its
being such a "good mixer" with regard to color, refuses to mix space
coordinates except for definite purposes in the perception of depth. The
early anatomical work proved that the visual projection on both cor-
tex and superior colliculus (eye movements) was a singularly precise
map of the retina, and this has been conflrmed by the electrical tech-
nique of "evoked potentials" (see e.g. for cortex: Talbot, 1940; Talbot,
Woolsey, and Thompson, 1946; Thompson, Woolsey, and Talbot,
1950; for colliculus : Apter, 1.945) . Color is not part of the spatial lay-
out in the visual projections, while pitch of a tone, though in many
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other respects the acoustic pendant of color, recurs centrally as a

spatial pattem corresponding to the tonal properties of the sentient
surface in the periphery. This topographical differentiation is probably
the basis of the analytical properties of the ear. The visual projections,
though carefully analyzed in terms of anatomy, have hitherto attracted
very little interest from the point of view of the discrimination of
brightness, color, and binocular vision. We know them chiefly in elec-
trical terms (see e.g. Wang, 1934; Gerurd, Marshall, and Sau1, 1936;
Marshall, 1949; Marshall, Talbot, and Ades, 1943; Bishop and Clare,
1953; Chang and Kaada, 1950; and for recent microelectrode work
Jung, Von Baumgarten, and Baumgartner, 1.952), which at the mo-
ment possess relatively little meaning for the interpretation of the
visual act. I shall therefore discuss the auditory projections, which are
better known from the point of view of sensation, and finish by con-
sidering some important psychological experiments on visual percep-
tions in statu nascendi.

It is necessary to start-as so often in these discussions-with a

pioneer contribution by Adrian (1941), who found a double projec-
tion of the digits of the cat in two separate cortical regions and thereby
originated the notion of double sensory representation. Talbot, Wool-
sey, and Thompson (1946) showed that the visual projections also had
a double cortical representation; Woolsey and Walzl (1942) and Ades
(1943) gave the first description of auditory areas I and II (for early
work see Bremer and Dow, 1939) . A considerable literature has since
arisen, particularly on somatic afeas I and II and the auditory and
visual areas I and II (for a review see e.g. Fulton, 1949b). This can-
not be dealt with here, but for a convenient elementary summary of
the areas localized Fig. 142, from a review by Bremer (1952), should
be studied. The figure is self-explanatory.

The auditory area, with which I shall deal in a moment, is of particu-
lar interest because of the tonal localization within the organ of Corti
in the ear and its manner of representation on the sensory cortex. To
this end I must return to the periphery for a while to consider the
organization of the acoustic "xylophone" made up of the basilar mem-
brane winding its way through the spiral of the cochlea as a floor for
the organ of Corti. This membrane changes width from base to apex of
the cochlea, being narrow at the base and broader at the top. On it ride
the sensitive mechanoreceptors, hair cells, the hairs of which are in
contact with a thin tectoi'ial membrane serving as their roof. Mechano-
receptors of this general type (vestibular organ, lateral line) have
already been considered in Chapter 3. For the present purposes the
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winding of the basilar membrane may be disregarded. It can be thought
of as a flattened-out sentient surface exhibiting tonal localization.

In the light of later work the essential feature of Von Helmholtz's
famous resonance theory of hearing (the historical background of
which has been well reviewed by Von B6k6sy and Rosenblith, 1948)
has become its insistence on tonal localization to specific receptors
rather than on a particular mechanism of resonance in terms of the
physics of Von Helmholtz's day. This topographical element of the
theory has since been investigated by every generation of research

Fig. 142. Sensory projection areas on the cat's brain. ,S,: somatic area I, with
its somatotopic subdivisions; ,5:: so:natic area II, with subCivis:ons not indi-
cated; As Az, Azi auditory areas I, II, and lII; V,, Z,: visual areas I and II.
(Bremer, Les Aires auditives de I'6corce clrdbrale, Paris, 1952.)

workers with the techniques available at each period and generaliy also
been confirmed. If I begin as late as 1942 with Von B6k6sy's (English
trans. 1949) well-known experiments on his cochlear model, carried
over into direct observations of the vibration of the cochlear partition
in post-mortem material, it is because this was the first application of
reliable miciomethods to this organ. In addition to demonstrating the
complex type of vibration pattern to sound waves it led to a frequency
map for the distribution of tones over the cochlea in good agreement
with maps, based on other less direct methods. The low tones of the fre-
quency band arise in the upper turns of the cochlea, the high tones at the
base, as was always assumed. Tasaki, Davis, and Legouix (t952) have
recently brought forward another confirmation by localized recording of
the cochlear microphonics with microetrectrodes. Ultimately Tasaki
(1953b) with the Gerard-Ling type of microelectrode (cf. above, p.
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20) has succeeded in picking up the discharge from single cochlear
nerve fibers, thus again confirming tonal localization with an ex-
tremely direct and delicate method.

In a sense, then, the sentient surface is a kind of xylophone, but Von
B6k6sy also proved that there could be no question of lined-up reson-
ators because direct observation of the wave form, as visualized in
post-mortem material by a stroboscopic technique (the light being
reflected from minute silver crystals strewn over the cochlear parti-
tion), showed the basilar membrane together with the organ of Corti
and its tectorial membrane to respond to a vibration by a damped
traveling wave having a relatively broad displacement area. The maxi-
mum amplitude shifted along the basilar membrane with frequency of
stimulation in the manner mentioned above. The organ of Corti is thus
a kind of frequency analyzer, though with a fairly low mechanical re-
solving power. Actually, it improves in the higher frequency ranges, at
least as far as it has been possible to measure them (4,000 cps.). It
does not compare favorably in selectivity with a high-class electronic
vibration analyzer. In this it reminds one of the eye, the optics of which
is by no means remarkable compared to high-class lenses. The image
of a point source is surrounded by a considerable halo of diminishing
brightness. For the eye it has already been shown how the image may be
sharpened by neural mechanisms.

Whatever additional inside mechanisms the ear may contain, it must
in the end fall back upon the frequency code, and here there is con-
siderable similarity between eye and ear. Both have a spontaneous
discharge which after the second neurone is often found to be in-
hibited by light or noise respectively. There is an off-discharge in the
acoustic path too. This has been picked up with microelectrodes in the
frog's brain by Ek and C. von Euler ( t943) and in the geniculate body
of cats by Galambos and his collaborators (Galambos, 1952; cf.
Galambos, Rose, et al., 1952) as well as earlier by Bremer (1943) in
the cortical'auditory area. Galambos mentions that some neurones,
spontaneously active, are silenced by noise and discharge at "off."
Just as in the eye, the frequency of discharge of individual neurones
may behave very differently with respect to an increase of stimulus in-
tensity. Some may increase their spike frequency and respond after
shorter latencies in the higher intensity ranges, others may become
inhibited, thus showing diametrically opposed behavior. The results on
visual flicker in individual fibers demonstrated that despite these ir-
regularities intensity is represented by frequency in an over-all manner.

There is no corresponding detailed analysis of auditory spike fre-
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quencies. We are better informed about the use of the frequency code
in vision. However, the close analogy between vision and audition
suggests that utilization of this code for the two senses follows similar
principles, and this in itself seems significant. The advance made in
either field will have repercussions upon the other. Again, with respect
to modulation of the mechanical vibration analyzer within the ear, there
are the well-known results by Galambos and Davis (7943,1944) ac-
cording to which single neurones exhibit very narrow tuning at the

Fi,g. 143. Response areas for 4 different flbers. The three at the left of the
figure are from the same animal. (Galambos and Davis, l. Neurophysiot., 6,45.
1,943.)

threshold, as shown in Fig. 143, reminiscent of the retinal modulators.
The frequency bands broaden at higher stimulation intensities. ft seems
likely that neural inhibition between adjacent frequency bands within a
region of overlap serves to sharpen the tuning of the mechanical vibra-
tion analyzer in the organ of Corti because, when ultimately the mes-
sage reaches the cortical receiving station, it is found to be beautifully
organized as a spatial lay-out in auditory areas f and II (Woolsey and
Wa127,1942;Tunttri, 1950a,b; Hind, 1953, and others).

Tunturi's work on dogs is of particular interest because he used a
modification of Dusser de Barenne's (193a) well-known strychnine
technique for local sensitization of spots within the cortical auditory
areas to potentials evoked by tonal stimulation. The strychnine was
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applied locally with 1 sq. mm. strips of filter paper dipped in a 3 per
cent solution of strychnine sulphate colored with toluidine blue. The
paper was quickly removed and the spot tested by calibrated tonal
stimulation near threshold intensity. This enhances the size of the
"evoked potential" (Curtis, 1940). Afterward the activity in the spot
thus localized was suppressed by application of a similar filter paper
dipped in 6 per cent pentobarbital sodium, and attention was turned
to the next spot.
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Fig. 144. Arrangement of afierent fiber endings in middle ectosylvian area.
AES: anterior ectosylvian area, MES: middle ectosylvian area, PES.' posterior
ectosylvian area. 125-8,000 represent frequency in cps. which caused induced
strychnine spikes with lowest intensity level in band indicated. Spacing between
bands is 2 mm., and each band is drawn to a width of 0.2 mm., representing
0.1 octave. Squares indicate position of strychninized cortex for response curves
found in the original paper, Figs. 4 and 5. Bands indicated by broken lines were
not determined experimentally, but their location is suggested by the data.
(Tunturi, Amer. l. Physiol., 162, 489. 1,950.)

Fig. 144, from Tunturi's work (1950b), illustrates that the o'xylo-

phone" on the basilar membrane is actually reproduced as a cortical
pendant of great perfection and regularity. This is all the more re-
markable when one takes into acsount how difficult it has been to under-
stand the message at intermediate levels in terms of spike frequency
and when one considers the complexity of the auditory path. This runs
through a very much longer chain of relays than does the visual path,
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and its different fibers have their first, second, and nth relay in dif-
ferent nuclei (Held, 1893). If there had been any reason to doubt that
the seemingly unintelligible frequency code of Galambos and his col-
laborators could deal with the matter in hand, Tunturi's map should
serue to dispel them! The high audio frequencies are found in the an-
terior part of the middle ectosylvian gyrus of the dog's cortex, the low
frequencies in the posterior portion. The intermediate tonal bands are
spaced 2 mm. apart and each represents one octave.

There is no better demonstration in the whole literature on sensory
representation in the cortex of the significance of differentiation by
spatial factors, which in the beginning of this chapter was laid down as

the basic principle of sensory discrimination. Quality (pitch; within
the acoustic modality just happens to be an ideal case because the
peripheral sentient surface is itself spatially organized in terms of this
quality. In the retina the attributes of quality (color) are spatially in-
tegrated within each minute fraction of the sentient surface, in the skin,
modalities and qualities are similarly represented within much the
same units of surface. Hence these two organs differentiate space and
direction by their general topographical layout on the cortex, and it is
not likely that, for instance, red, green, and blue would be found in dif-
ferent regions of the occipital pole of the brain (except as projections
of the general retinal color fields). When we obtain the ultimate
topographical analysis of the vestibular organs, this is likely to be
similar to the one found for the cochlea.

Since this was written I have seen the results of work by Andersson
and Gernandt (1.954) , in which Tunturi's strychnine method has been
applied in order to study the responses to electrical stimulation of the
nerve fibers to the utricle and two of the semicircular canals. All these
have separate projections (1.,2, and 3 in Fig. 145) and the enhance-
ment by strychnine is marked and selective, as seen in the figure.

At the moment I think it premature to discuss the puzzling and in-
teresting secondary and tertiary sensory areas in electrophysiological
terms. In this field it is hardly possible to go much beyond the descrip-
tive stage. For valuable comments I refer to Bremer's recent lectures
(1953), Fulton's (1,949b) "Physiology of the nervous system," and
Ruch's (1951) review, "Sensory mechanisms."

4. Comments on sensory integration

In the previous sections the formidable problem of sensory integra-
tion has been encountered and presented as a physiological develop-

PES
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ment of classical psychophysics. The major problem of the latter has
been aptly reformulated for physiologists by Kliiver (1942) as the
problem of stimulus equivalence. Originally the experimenters at-

Fig. 145. Component vestibular responses of various cortical areas recorded
from points 7, 2, and 3, indicated on the surface of diagrammatic cat's brain.
Point 1 is a utricular projection, 2 belongs to the lateral, 3 to the superior semi-
circular canal. Strychnine in a on point 1, in D on pointZ, in c on point3. A:1.,
A:3, and l;5 (utricle); B:1, B:3, and B.'5 (superior ampulla); C:"1, C:3, and
C.'5 (lateral ampulla)-before local strychninization. A:2, A:4, and A:6 (utricle);
B:2, B:4, and B.'6 (superior ampulla); C:2, C:4, and C.'6 (lateral ampulla)-after
strychninization. Time in 1 and 10 msec. (By courtesy of B. Gernandt, Medical
School, Gothenburg, Sweden.)

tempted to establish correlations between physics and psychology
(phenomenology), e.g. in c.g.s. units of wave length or frequency for
color of light and pitch of tone. The electronic era of research brought
about a change of viewpoint. I have illustrated this change by present-
ing attempts to explain stimulus eguivalence in terms of frequency
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code, cell number, properties of receptors, their receptive flelds, and
sensory projection areas. In this sense physiology is a science of "cues"
for sensory integration. The psychological datum itself, e.g. bright-
ness, color, or pitch, is a primary datum of experience approached
from another point of view and can be studied only by psychological
analysis of the building up of experience, of which I shall give an exam-
ple below. It is not and never can be a physiological datum. The
physiological "cues" for sensory data do not derive their interest merely
from their role as cues. A much greater number of cues is likely to
enter into the sensory evaluation of any given stimulus situation than
we can ever hope to unravel. They are interesting in themselves as

contributions to the understanding of that organization of function in
the nervous system on which ultimately our theoretical and practical
medicine will have to be based. This is clearly shown by the parallels
drawn between the motor (Chapters 6 and7) and the sensory spheres.

I have not paid any attention to explanations devoid of an experi-
mental basis. These often tend to assume the character of merely
labeling events with names such as "Gestalt," "reverberating circuits,"
"feedbacks," etc. I have, indeed, mentioned newly discovered exam-
ples of sensory "feedback" but only in cases where it has been possible
to demonstrate how the feedback actually works. As for reverberating
circuits, I have no doubt whatever that they are of importance for
sensory performance, but I have not been able to put my finger on any
speciflc explanation of just how. And as for Gestalt (remembering
gratefully that I was introduced to these problems in 1922 by E. Kaila
and the late A. Gelb), I have never been able to persuade myself that
this concept has been successfully disentangled from the averaging on
the basis of experience which in this context has been exemplified by
the sensory interpretation of visual brightness by means of the fre-
quency code (cf. Morgan, 1951; Hilgard, 1951; Lawrence, t949).
However, the factor "experience" in perception deserves further com-
ment.

Among the most remarkable experiments ever performed on the
organization and building up of experience were those carried out in
this country by Stratton (1896, 1897) more than hal-f a century ago.
Stratton studied vision without inversion of the retinal image. The ex-
periments were done monocularly with an inversion lens, the other eye
being covered. He wore this lens for eight consecutive days. Physiologi-
cally this amounted to a blatant clash between the information from
the sensory flelds representing the body (surface, muscle, joints, etc.)
and those organized to deal with visual space, in which, now, right was
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left or up was down. From Stratton's vivid description it is clear that
two realities were encountered. One the second day of his experiment
the room was upside down but the body was represented in pre-
experimental terms and was felt as a standard. "I could voluntarily feel
my feet strike on the ground seen in the upper part of my visual field.,,
On the fourth day it was quite clear that the tactile areas would win the
game and force the visual perceptions to obedience. "When I looked
at my legs and arms, upright but if I looked away everything upside
down." On the fifth day the new visual space had established itself so
well that there was no anticipatory drawing in of chin and chest when
a solid object passed through the visual field in the direction which in
normal vision would have meant a blow. On the eighth day it was clear
that as long as the new localization of the experimenter's body was vivid
the general experience was harmonious. "But when lan involun-
tary lapse into the older memory materials, or a willful recall of these
older formsl the pre-experimental localization of my body was prom-
inently in mind, then as I looked out on the scene before me the scene
was involuntarily taken as the standard of right directions, and my body
was felt to be in an inharmonious position with reference to the rest.
I seemed to be viewing the scene from an inverted body."

These experiments have often been repeated and recently by Kohler
(1951) with a number of observers, who varied them in several ways,
with results of great interest. With binocular inversion spectacles he
found, like Stratton with monocular ones, that the two ,,realities,, were
directed by the sensations from the body. On the tenth day, for instance,
a weight was swung on a cord in front of the observer and appeared
upside down but as soon as he was allowed to touch the upper end in
order to swing it himself it reverted instantaneously to the normal type
of pendulum movement in the same way as Schrcider,s well-known
staircase illusion suddenly inverts in front of one's gaze. The same hap-
pened to an inverted landscape while he was driving uphill in a car,
so that gravity was allowed to come in as a cue. No wonder that the
observer by the tenth day was perfect on skis (Innsbruck, Austria, at
the foot of mountains). It took him only flve days to complete reflex
reorientation.

In another set of experiments (with several observers) Kohler used
prismatic spectacles (angles 15-20") carried both mono- and binocu_
larly, maximally for 724 days. After 10 days bends and distortions were
straightened out, but if the spectacles (binocular) were then taken
away, thele were after effects of bends in the opposite direction lasting
for four days. Abnormal positions of the head occurred in com_
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pensation for disturbance of direction. Prisms deflect the long and
short wave lengths of the spectrum differently, and the observers began
by seeing "rainbows" at contrasting surfaces, the dominating colors of
which depended upon whether the brighter field was to the right or to
the left. After months of use of prisms, they ultimately succeeded in
compensating for these color disturbances. The long time suggests the
development of a mechanism of considerable precision. When ulti-
mately the prisms were taken away, there occurred as after effect
chromatic deviations of opposite nature, visible even in monochromatic
yellow light. The after efiects in this case lasted for weeks. Some
mechanism had been established whereby the correct or normal cue
for color had obtained an abnormal signiflcance. Similar observations
were made with glasses half-blue, half-yellow. It is regrettable that
these transformations of sensations of color and brightness have not
been analyzed with any of the many accurate psychophysical methods
available for such purposes.

In all these cases the apparent plasticity of the psychological inter-
pretation is an adaptation to the organism's needs. In this the con-
scious component follows and agrees with reflex motor performance.
The psychological datum which we try to trap in psychophysical ex-
periments is an organized response to a large number of cues. If ex-
perience proves them unreliable a new and better system of interpreta-
tion is elaborated. The brain chooses and rejects, connects and dis-
connects. It is possible, even without elaborate experiments, to see

something of these processes of purposeful integration in the many
well-known visual and tactual illusions. Methodical disturbing of cues,
as in Kohler's observations, is another means to the same end. I have
described them here in order to exemplify the element of experience in
perception and the nature of the psychological or phenomenological
data for which we as sensory physiologists try to supply cues.

The experiments just mentioned also gave a good illustration of what
used to be thought of as a philosophical problem of illusion as against
reality. The observer with inversion spectacles had two illusions or two
realities, as when looking at the swinging pendulum. By touching the
cord he instantaneously changed over from one reality (illusion) to
another. Ernst Mach in his classical Analyse der Empflndungen ( 1919)
discussed this pseudoproblem among others and pointed out that it
had only a practical but no scientific meaning when one speaks of a
difference between appearance and reality. In the last instance reality
is organized experience based on our sensations. Continuing on the
line of Berkeley and Hume, Mach pointed the way to modern logical
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positivism by emphasizing that it is meaningless to ask how material
processes are translated into conscious psychological events when the
distinction made between the two concerns merely the way in which we
approach one and the same Bewusstseinsinhalt, as well as what system
of relations and fundamentals we try to establish. Mach himself rightly
states that his basic ideas had been expressed previously by Leibniz
and Hume.

As is well known, our own time has seen the development of this
attitude into a scrutiny of the foundations of logic and the definitions of
language, in which Austrian and British thinkers have played a leading
role-Carnap, Wittgenstein, Russell, and Whitehead, to mention only
a few of the founders of logical positivism. I shall restrict my com-
ments on epistemology to stating that the time is past when physiolo-
gists ex cathedra could issue naive views on the nature of knowledge,
"brain and mind," reality and appearance, and similar concepts with-
out penetrating the philosophical aspects of these problems in detail.
They will merely be snared by their own lack of insight in the logical
analysis of the conventions of language.

The physiologist's pragmatic business is with his own world of con-
ventions, symbols, and relations-to determine whether they are any
good and what they are good for. Faced with this situation, everyone
makes his own selection from available knowledge, just as in these
discussions I have made mine. It then remains to be seen if they stand
the test of time and experimentation. However, one can be quite satis-
fied if they prove useful for the time being.
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